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Introduction

Rotary International produces unique, high quality videos in order to deliver news to

Rotarian members and promote organizational values around the world. Originally,

YouTube was the only service used to host and share selected videos.

Needs & Goals

� Provide a dedicated video channel on the website

� Gain access to more content and archive videos

� Support 9 different languages

� Support HD videos without time limit for duration

� Allow users to share videos using code snippet, email and

social tools

� Allow branding capabilities by video service provider

� Gain access to API code base application in order to support

custom archive build

The Problem

To provide a dedicated video news channel within

Rotary.org for the users and site visitors to have

access to HD video content that is easy to maintain

and archive. In addition, provide platform to

support 9 different languages.

Understanding User Needs

We collected user feedback and learned that the

users wanted to share videos and post them to their

local Rotary club websites. Some users needed to

download a copy to present in a remote location.

From business perspective, we wanted to deliver the

content right within Rotary.org website.
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Research

YouTube service worked from editorial perspective, but it still lacked technical capabilities. It didn't provide the

types of solutions we were after. At the time (2009), Youtube had some limitations and wasn't supporting full

HD videos and 9 different languages. It did offer sharing video code, social and basic branding.

Based on my research, I found a few other services that could potentially work for our needs. Some were

extremely expensive, others had special technical requirements and were not very flexible. Luckily Vimeo

service started to offer similar video hosting service as YouTube, but it covered everything on our wish list and

more. It allowed HD videos without time limitation, minimum channel branding, had very nice archiving

capabilities and was easy to set up. In addition, the cost was really low. Users could share video code snippets,

use it on their websites and we could also "lock" internal videos.
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Final Results

We decided to use both, YouTube Pro and Vimeo Plus services to deliver best value

for user needs. Both services allowed users to post and share videos on their

websites. Vimeo Plus service was used to host languages, to hold longer HD format

videos and it provided archiving. Vimeo also helped us deliver live videos from

conventions, pre-load videos and overall streamline our production process.

YouTube

Now listing: 120 Videos | 9,746 Subscribers
www.youtube.com/user/RotaryInternational

Vimeo

Now listing: 1,399 Videos | 1,564 Followers
www.vimeo.com/rotary



High-FidelityWireframes

This concept wireframe was part of the early stages of defining the new central

video user experience on the Rotary.org website. I developed the user interface

and also incorporated area to increase traffic to other visual and social areas on

the website. It also helps users find and use logos, photos or special graphics

for their local Rotary clubs websites.
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